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Abstract— Cloud computing indicates to provisions and 
administrations that run on a dispersed system in addition to 
all the co partnered benchmarks and conventions that furnish 
a set of administrations to the customers. Provable Data 
Possession (PDP) is an existing plan for guaranteeing the 
ownership of outsourced information on single cloud 
stockpiles; which doesn't underpin the dynamic adaptability. 
In this paper, it address the development of an effective PDP, 
which holds the versatility of administration through the half 
and half cloud administration suppliers to helpfully store and 
administer customers' information. This paper proposes 
Cooperative PDP (CPDP) model that involves three successful 
components i) Multi-Cloud storage: This instrument permits 
to store the extensive size indexes distributive around the 
different mists by partitioning into number of hinders that 
accomplishes adaptability ii) Hash Index Hierarchy: it gives a 
standard representation for the isolated pieces for document 
space and likewise determines the relationship between the 
squares to enhance information openness. iii) Homomorphic 
Verifiable Response: it is a test reaction convention used to 
coordinate different reactions from the diverse cloud 
administration suppliers that expedites to adequately find the 
outsourced information in dispersed multi-Cloud storage and 
additionally diminishes the correspondence cost and space 
overhead. Notwithstanding, the major commitment of this 
paper is attaining dynamic information operations on the 
outsourced information with high security and adaptability. 
Exploratory setup is completed dependent upon java model 
execution and additionally assess the adequacy of proposed 
approach as far as correspondence expense and honesty check 
time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is coming to be mainstream and essential 
in every last ones' existence. In reality, Cloud computing is 
something that have been using for quite a while; it is the 
system based processing in which takes the engineering, 
administrations and provisions that are comparable to those 
on the Internet and transforms them into self-administration 
utility. Separated from the adequacy of Cloud computing, 
one of the center outline guideline is that which 
arrangements its execution in a top that is dynamic 
versatility, which guarantees Cloud storage administration 
to handle vast measure of information in an adaptable way 
and to be promptly developed by incorporating general 
society and private mists. In this paper, a cloud supplier 
takes the notion of circulated Cloud storage environment 
speaks to a group of multi-cloud (or cross breed cloud) for 
taking care of the customers' outsourced information. Since 

the outsourced information could access by all the 
customers other than verify customer from the Cloud 
storage supplier accordingly it might carry lost misfortunes 
to the customers. Subsequently, it is extremely vital for 
cloud administration suppliers to carry out the security and 
protection insurance systems on outsourced information. 
Ateniese et al.[2] Provable Data Possession (PDP) and 
Proofs Of Retrievability (POR)[4] is a certification strategy 
for a cloud administration supplier to guarantee the 
ownership of outsourced information. This method is not 
suitable for expansive size of documents. The improved 
PDP plan have been created, for example Scalable PDP[3] 
and Dynamic (PDP)[5] , its proceeding same PDP impacts 
at untrusted space in a solitary Cloud storage supplier and it 
doesn't underpin for a cross breed nature's domain.  

 
Fig .1: Data Integrity Architecture . 

The existing PDP plan has been created inside 
single mists offers freely obvious rendition, which permits 
anybody, not just the possessor to test the untrusted server 
for information ownership. On the other hand, these plans 
are powerless to security assaults explanation for the 
relying upon numerical scale of pieces. In this paper, it 
backs a half and half cloud environment embodied open 
and private mists that outsourced document framework 
offer some same characteristics: a solitary metadata 
administration supplier outfits brought together 
administration by a worldwide namespace: records are 
separation into squares and saved on a piece servers; and 
the framework are contained interconnected group of 
square servers. Those characteristics permit cloud 
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administration suppliers to administer changing versatility 
and information receptiveness. Through Cooperative 
Provable Data Possession (CPDP) plan, progressive 
information operation, for example Insertion, Deletion and 
Update could be attained in the wake of checking the 
respectability of outsourced information by a verified 
client. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

A Despite the fact that existing plans can settle on a false or 
accurate choice for information ownership without 
downloading information at untrusted archives, they are not 
suitable for a disseminated distributed storage environment 
since they were not initially developed on intuitive 
evidence framework. For instance, the plans dependent 
upon Merkle Hash tree (Mht, for example DPDP-I, DPDP-
Ii and SPDP, utilize a confirmed skip record to check the 
trustworthiness of document pieces contiguously in space. 
Tragically, they didn't give any calculations for developing 
circulated Merkle trees that are important for effective 
check in a multi-the earth. Moreover, when a customer 
requests a document obstruct, the server needs to send the 
record hinder as well as a proof for the wholeness of the 
square. Nonetheless, this process causes huge 
correspondence overhead in a multi-nature, since the server 
in one cloud ordinarily needs to create such a proof with 
the assistance of other distributed storage administrations, 
where the nearby pieces are saved. The different plans, for 
example PDP, CPOR-I, and CPOR-Ii, are built on 
homomorphic check tags, by which the server can create 
tags for various index hinders regarding a solitary reaction 
esteem. Nonetheless, that doesn't mean the reactions from 
various mists could be additionally consolidated into a 
solitary esteem on the customer side. For absence of 
homomorphic reactions, customers should conjure the PDP 
convention over and again to check the respectability of 
index squares archived in numerous cloud servers. 
Likewise, customers need to know the accurate position of 
every record obstruct in a multi-nature's turf. Also, the 
confirmation handle in such a case will expedite high 
correspondence overheads and processing expenses at 
customer sites too. In this manner, it is of most extreme 
important to outline an agreeable PDP model to diminish 
the space and system overheads and upgrade the 
transparency of confirmation exercises in bunch based 
distributed storage frameworks. In addition, such an 
agreeable PDP plan may as well give emphasizes for 
auspicious identifying irregularity recharging numerous 
duplicates of information. There exist different instruments 
and advances for multi-cloud, for example Platform Vm 
Orchestrator, VMWARE Sphere, and Overt. These 
apparatuses help cloud suppliers build a dispersed 
distributed storage stage for supervising customers' 
information. In any case, if such a significant stage is 
powerless to security ambushes, it might carry 
unrecoverable misfortunes to the customers. For instance, 
the classified information in a venture may be wrongfully 
entered through a remote interface furnished by a multi-

cloud, or pertinent information and documents may be lost 
or messed with when they are archived into an unverifiable 
space pool outside the endeavor. In this way, it is essential 
for cloud administration suppliers to furnish security 
procedures for supervising their space services. 

III . MULTI-CLOUD FRAMEWORK 
 
To achieve high scalable, high security, low cost and high 
performance, this ensures the cloud storage service to 
handle large files in a flexible manner. Although existing 
PDP schemes offers publicly accessible version to any user, 
not just the owner to access the data from cloud server thus 
server can deceive the owners and it is insecure against 
attacks and moreover it do not fit for multi-cloud storage. 
In order to address this existing problem, this paper 
presents a cooperative provable data possession (CPDP) 
which supports the hybrid cloud environment to store and 
maintain the clients’ data. The hybrid cloud storage service 
involving three different entities. The cloud client, who 
stores or access the data in the cloud; the cloud service 
providers(CSP) , which has enough memory space and 
computation resources to manage and provide storage 
services; the trusted third party(TTP), who stores the 
clients’ inspect data and offers the query services for their 
data The two effective mechanisms for constructing this 
CPDP scheme: hash index hierarchy (HIH) which provides 
hierarchical representation of stored data that leads to 
achieve high data accessibility and homomorphic verifiable 
response (HVR) used to effectively locate the outsourced 
data among the distributed cloud storage using challenge 
response protocol. Due to the deployment of above two 
techniques in this approach aids to provide dynamic 
scalability and flexibility. It is highly secure, transparent 
verification and high performance than non-cooperative 
approaches. In addition to CPDP scheme, it’s also possible 
to achieve dynamic data operation such as Insertion, 
Deletion and Alteration on outsourcing data by an 
authenticate client. Dynamic Data operation allows clients 
to easily modify their own existing outsource data on 
hybrid cloud storage. 

 
Fig .2: Applying CPDP scheme in Hadoop distributed file system 
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IV. DATA ANALYSIS & IMPLEMENTATION 
 
A) Storage as Multi-Cloud 
As existing PDP plan offers freely open form and it is 
susceptible to ambushes, for example information spillage 
strike and tag falsification ambush. It has single distributed 
storage administration to store and support the customers' 
information hence existing PDP plan is not suitable for 
multi-distributed storage. To address this issue, the 
proposed plan (CPDP), gives a multi-distributed storage 
administration and a customer's information are partitioned 
and saved in multi-distributed storage (Public and Private 
mists) with remarkable key and signature to attain high 
information accessibility and information approachability. 
Additionally, as helpful PDP underpins numerous 
CSPS(cloud administration supplier) to helpfully saves and 
administer the customers' information and it is utilized to 
guarantee the ownership and receptiveness of information 
archived in all the CSPS. 
 
B) Hash Index Hierarchy 
While archiving outsourced information to dispersed multi-
cloud administration suppliers, the outsourced information 
speaks to various leveled structure, which has three layers 
and infers the relationship around all the pieces to enhance 
information openness. The accompanying three layers are: 
Express Layer, which gives naming representation of 
archived assets, Service Layer managing the multi-
distributed storage administrations. What's more Storage 
Layer which comprehend the information space on multi-
cloud server. In this paper, in express layer the information 
are partitioned and archived into conveyed multi-cloud 
administration supplier and the every multi-cloud 
administration supplier is indicated extraordinarily in 
administration layer. Also in reserve layer, every multi-
cloud administration supplier parts and archives the traced 
information into multi-distributed storage server. It 
accomplishes the check of information respectability for 
outsourced space. In this layer, an outsourced document F 
is isolated into m-squares (N1,n2… … Nm) and every 
square Ni is part into areas Se and the every segment Se 
speaks to tags accordingly the expanding of parts Se will be 
affecting the space of mark tags. Furthermore arbitrarily 
confirm the accuracy of record which exceedingly suitable 
for extensive indexes. The asset in Express Layer are part 
and archived into different CSPS in Service Layer .And 
each one disseminated multi-cloud supplier pieces and 
archives the allocated information into the space server in 
Storage layer. 
 
C) Trusted Third Party 
It is a sort of server, which speaks both with the customer 
and cloud administration supplier to accomplish the 
security on the multi-nature's turf. It saves a set of open 
confirmation data. Furthermore it is trusted to stores 
confirmation parameters and offer open question 
administrations for customers' parameters. Ttp server is 
created as a trust base on the cloud to accomplish the high 

security and execution.  
 
D) Cooperative PDP 
The ownership of information saved in multi-cloud 
environment could be realized through CPDP dependent 
upon intelligent confirmation framework (Ips). An 
agreeable provable information ownership P=( Keygen, 
Taggen, Prf) is a gathering of two calculations ( i.e. 
keygen,taggen) and an intelligent verification framework 
Prf. The point when the customer gives the Key and Tag as 
data to the Ttp (Trusted Third Party) and Trusted Third 
Party guarantees the trustworthiness of information saved 
on cloud servers on top of the Tag matches to its own 
outsourced information.  
1)KeyGen(1N): takes a unique random nounce N as a input 
and returns a private key and public key- pair(Private,  
Public)  
 
2)TagGen(Private,Fi,S): takes input as a private key Private 
, a file Fi and a group of cloud service provider S={SN}, 
and returns the triplets (<,G,O), where < is the unknown in 
tags, G=(v, U) is a group of verification arguments v and an 
hierarchy U for Fi, O={O(N)} SN  S refers a set of all 
tags ,O(N) is a tag of the divide D(N) of Fi in SN.  
 
3)Prf(S,V): is a proof of data possession between various 
distributed multi-cloud service provider(S={SN}) and a  
verifier((V), i.e., (6 (SN S) SN(D(N), O(N))l V)(Public,G) 
 0 D={D(N)} is integral  
 1 D={D(N)} is varied  
 
As each SN takes input as a file Fi(N) and a set of tags 
O(N) and a public key Public and a set of public arguments 
G are the common input between S and V. At the last of 
protocol operation, V returns a bit {0|1} referring FALSE 
and TRUE; Where 6(SN S) denotes cooperative 
computing in SN S.  
 
By sequentially, to check the data stored in each distributed 
multi-cloud in cooperative provable data possession i.e. 
/(SN S)¢SN(D(N), O(N))lV²(Public,G) “/” refers to the 
logical AND operations between all the Boolean results of 

�¢Public,G² SN S. Finally it would to achieve 
communication and storage overheads. 
 
 
E) Homomorphic Verifiable Response (HVR) 
It is a standout amongst the most imperative system of 
CPDP to cover the area of outsourced information in 
circulated distributed nature. What's more the principle 
center guideline is to diminish the correspondence data 
transmission. It is utilized to mix numerous reactions from 
the distinctive CSPS in CPDP scheme the various 
challenges from CSPS taken as messages and joined 
together to structure an exceptional reaction with less 
correspondence overheads. Its homomorphic lands to entire 
information and tags to an altered size reaction to minimize 
the system correspondence overhead. It is a test reaction 
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convention used to incorporate various reactions from the 
diverse cloud administration suppliers that expedites to 
successfully place the outsourced information in 
disseminated multi distributed storage.  
 
F) Data Operations 
The proposed plan can productively supervise totally 
changing information operations i.e. Information Alteration 
(U), Data Deletion (De) and Data Insertion (is) for 
disseminated multi-distributed storage. They are: Data 
Alteration: It alludes to the trade of existing squares with 
new ones. It is greatly frequently used to accomplish 
information rightness and upgrade on an appropriated 
multi-distributed storage. Envision that the customer needs 
to overhaul the existing record in( i.e m-th piece ) BM to 
BMC . In view of the new information i.e. BMC, the client 
(customer) produces the signature and upgrade message 
with the contentions U, M, BMC, signature and sends to 
the multi-distributed storage server where U alludes the 
adjustment operation. Also the server executes the overhaul 
message and serve displaces the piece BM to BMC. 
Finally, customers require furnishing confirmation for 
verification of existing square to the multi- distributed 
storage server. Information Deletion: It is broadly utilized 
operations when the mistake happens on existing index in 
conveyed multi-distributed storage. It alludes to erasing the 
existing index which goes about as a failure or flaw. To 
erase the single square, then specified piece will be erased 
and returns the following hinders one piece forward. What's 
more once the server gets the overhaul message for erasing 
piece BM then BM will be erased from its memory space. 
Information Insertion: It alludes to embeddings new 
hinders in some specified positions in document F. The 
point when the customer needs to embed new square bt in 
the m-th piece BM. Taking into account new piece bt, the 
customer creates signature and develops an upgrade 
message with insertion operation and sends to the 
circulated multi-distributed storage server. At that point 
server embeds the new piece bt and at last customers needs 
to give the evidence for this operation. 
 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 
To formalize the impacts of the proposed plan in 
examination with existing plan (PDP), the proposed plan is 
remarkably based better execution with high security. In 
this segment, displays a test bring about correlation with 
non-helpful methodology. It accomplished the dynamic 
information operation in disseminated multi-cloud 
information space to underpin better execution and high 
secure. This examination is done by utilizing Java jdk 1.6 
on a framework with an Intel(r) Pentium(r) Dual center 
processor working at 2.00ghz, 2gb Ram running windows 7 
and the full java codes are tried on window 7 stage. This 
paper introduces two charts representation of test comes 
about of proposed plan in examination with Provable Data 
Possession (an existing plan) in conveyed multi-cloud 
information space. In Figure 4, it passes on that the existing 
plan (PDP) conveys substantial correspondence and 

reckoning cost as the document measure expands where as 
the proposed plan (CPDP) takes lesser correspondence and 
processing cost. 

 
Fig .3(a) 

 

 
Fig .3(b) 

Fig .3: Experimental results under different file size, sampling 
ratio, and sector number 

This paper involves exceptionally successful instrument i.e. 
Homomorphic Verifiable Response(HVR), it is a test 
reaction convention used to combine numerous reactions 
from the diverse cloud administration suppliers that 
expedites to successfully find the outsourced information in 
dispersed multi distributed storage and likewise diminishes 
the correspondence, reckoning cost and space overhead.in 
this above Fig 3(b), the proposed plan (CPDP), takes a step 
back than non-agreeable methodology (i.e. PDP). As the 
proposed plan dependent upon one of the viable instrument 
i.e. Hash Index Hierarchy, furnishes a standard 
representation for the isolated pieces for index space and 
additionally infers the relationship between the squares to 
enhance information approachability. 
  

 
CONCLUSION 

We introduced the development of a productive PDP 
conspire for circulated distributed storage. In view of 
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homomorphism undeniable reaction and hash record order, 
we have proposed an agreeable PDP plan to underpin 
powerful adaptability on different space servers. We 
likewise demonstrated that our plan gave all security lands 
needed by zero learning intuitive confirmation frameworks, 
with the intention that it can oppose different assaults 
regardless of the fact that it is sent as an open review 
administration in mists. Besides, we streamlined the 
probabilistic inquiry and occasional check to enhance the 
review execution. Our tests unmistakably showed that our 
methodologies just present a little measure of calculation 
and correspondence overheads. Consequently, our answer 
could be treated as another applicant for information 
respectability check in outsourcing information space 
frameworks. As a major aspect of anticipated work, we 
might amplify our work to investigate more adequate 
CPDP developments. 
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